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Historical Research in Marketing:  
Literature, Knowledge, and Disciplinary Status

Terrence H. Witkowski and D. G. Brian Jones

Historical research in marketing consists of a body of literature and 
specific norms regarding knowledge generation and presentation. Mar
keting academics have published historical studies in marketing journals 
since the 1930s, but over the past thirty years associational activities have 
greatly stimulated the growth of the literature, although it remains less 
developed than history subfields in accountancy, management, business, 
and economics. Historical studies published in mainstream marketing 
journals have favored explicit literature reviews, data borrowing, multiple 
types of primary sources, and transparency in research methods. We con
clude with an assessment of marketing historiography as a legitimate disci
pline in its own right but with future challenges. 

 Marketing as an academic field emerged in the early twentieth cen
tury as a branch of applied economics strongly influenced by German 
historical economics.1 The earliest university teachings of marketing in 
North America and Britain are traced to the 1902–3 school year, when 
the Universities of Illinois, Michigan, and California in the United States 
and the University of Birmingham in the UK offered the first courses in 
distribution.2 The term “marketing” began to be used in both course 
and book titles a few years later, and a handful of general marketing 
texts had appeared in print by 1920.3 The first scholarly journals on the 
subject, the American Marketing Journal and the National Marketing Review, 
started publication in January 1934 and with the summer 1935 issue, re
spectively. In July 1936 these two quarterlies merged to form the Journal 
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of Marketing. Their sponsoring organizations, the American Marketing 
Society and the National Association of Marketing Teachers, also united 
to form the American Marketing Association on January 1, 1937.4 With 
these consolidations, both a sustainable major publication outlet and 
a strong academic association had been formed. Thus, after three de
cades of development, a field meeting the standards of a true academic 
discipline had finally come to fruition.5

 The purpose of this article is to explore historical research in market
ing as a subfield of its own and how it has progressed within a larger 
marketing discipline strongly influenced from the outset by the quan
titative social sciences, especially economics and social psychology, and 
from the 1960s heavily slanted toward a micromanagerial perspective.6 
We will briefly survey the growth of this historical literature and the key 
events that produced it and show how it compares to the related history 
fields in management, accounting, business, and economics. We will 
then describe how the processes of collecting and analyzing data and 
writing marketing history in order to adapt to the accepted strategies of 
knowledge generation favored by the parent field have developed quali
ties different from much conventional narrative and business history. 
Finally, we will assess historical writing in marketing in terms of its pres
ent disciplinary status and future prospects.

Historical Research in Marketing: The Literature

 Historical research in marketing is usually divided into two major 
 areas or subtopics: marketing history and history of marketing thought. 
The former includes the study of the history of marketing practices, 
such as advertising campaigns and retailing formats, as well as the his
tory of consumption and consumer culture. In fact, advertising history 
and retailing history are undoubtedly the most popular topics studied 
within the broader area of marketing history. Marketing history is usu
ally approached from the perspective of firms and industries but also 
from a macroperspective or even entire economies, as in the history of 
aggregate consumption patterns. The history of marketing thought is 
the study of ideas about marketing practices: how these ideas develop 
over time through changing professional networks of marketing think
ers and within larger social and cultural contexts. It usually focuses on 
concepts, theories, or schools of thought.7 The history of marketing 
thought has also included studies of organizations, bodies of literature, 
and biographies of individual contributors.8
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Origin and Growth of a Historical Literature in Marketing

 Those scholars now recognized as the earliest to study and teach mar
keting were trained as economic historians.9 They used history as a meth
odology for developing marketing principles; that is, history informed 
what they studied and taught but was not the end goal of their schol
arship. The conception and development of marketing thought later 
became a scholarly concern of the Journal of Marketing starting with its sec
ond issue, featuring James E. Hagerty’s “Experiences of Our Early Mar
keting Teachers” in 1936, and revisited just a few years later with H. H. 
Maynard’s “Marketing Courses Prior to 1910” and Louis D. H. Weld’s 
“Early Experiences in Teaching Courses in Marketing,” both published 
in 1941, and Maynard’s “Early Teachers of Marketing,” published in 
1942.10 These four articles, based on the authors’ personal experiences, 
recounted some of the first experiences teaching college marketing and 
its challenges in the early twentieth century. Teaching and thought de
velopment were interrelated. The introduction of new marketing classes 
to university curricula stimulated the codification of marketing concepts, 
perhaps first in lecture notes, then in pamphlets and books, and eventu
ally in journal articles.
 The second issue of the Journal of Marketing also included J. M. Cassel’s 
“The Significance of Early Economic Thought on Marketing” and Fred 
Mitchell Jones’s “Retail Stores in the United States, 1800–1860,” indicat
ing that the editor and review board appreciated histories of marketing 
thought, as well as accounts of marketing institutions and practices.11 
In 1951 an article by Robert Bartels, “Influences on the Development 
of Marketing Thought,” became a key part of the most significant body 
of intellectual history in marketing ever written by a single individual.12 
Drawn from Bartels’s doctoral dissertation, the article led to the classic 
The Development of Marketing Thought.13 After Bartels’s signal work, little 
was published on the history of marketing or marketing thought for 
over twenty years. However, as will be explained below, the volume of 
this stream of research increased rapidly after the early 1980s.
 Table 1 shows the cumulative number of publications by decade of his
torical research in marketing since 1900 as listed in the Google Scholar 
database, which includes peer-reviewed papers, theses, books, abstracts, 
and articles from academic publishers, professional societies, reprint 
repositories, universities, and other scholarly organizations. Using the 
search phrases indicated in table 1 yielded a cumulative 5,875 entries 
for historical research in marketing from 1900 through August 3, 2015. 
Patents and citations were excluded from these searches. The actual 
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amount of research activity may be understated, since some authors did 
not always use these particular phrases in their publications. For exam
ple, numerous studies published in the Journal of Marketing during the 
1930s and 1940s on the origins of the discipline are not registered in 
searches of the Google Scholar database. Nonetheless, the data indicate 
rapid growth in the literature beginning in the 1980s.
 The growth in historical research since 1980 stimulated the publi
cation of occasional overviews of this literature. For instance, Jones’s 
chapter on historical research in marketing covered most publications 
prior to 1980.14 An article by Jones, Eric Shaw, and Deborah Goldring 
included a content analysis of the 445 papers presented at the bien
nial Conference of Historical and Analysis and Research in Marketing 
(CHARM) from 1983 to 2007 and traced the impact of CHARM on pub
lishing activity in marketing history more generally.15 Jones and Shaw 
reviewed the strong record of the Journal of Macromarketing in publishing 
historical research from its inception in 1981 through its silver anniver
sary in 2006.16 And more recently, the Journal of Marketing Management 
celebrated its thirtieth anniversary of publication with a review of the 
historical literature focusing on marketing management.17 This growth 

Table 1
Cumulative Volume of Historical Research in Marketing

1900  
to

Marketing 
history

Retailing 
history

Advertising 
history

Total 
columns  

2, 3, 4

History of 
marketing 
thought

Grand 
total

1940 10 1 14 30 0 30

1950 20 1 23 44 0 44

1960 42 2 28 72 0 72

1970 57 4 43 104 0 104

1980 92 9 94 195 7 202

1990 211 22 201 434 66 500

2000 530 60 390 980 177 1,157

2010 1,570 149 994 2,713 646 3,359

2015 2,370 216 1,480 4,066 1,010 5,076

Source: Google Scholar database accessed March 7, 2015.  In columns 2, 3, 4, and 
6 the search term was simply the field name (e.g., “marketing history”).  Patents 
and citations were excluded from the Google Scholar searches. 
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in historical research in marketing has been influenced by a number of 
key events, which we will now discuss.

Key Events in the Development of the Literature

 The literature of any academic field results from more than just the 
sum of efforts of individual researchers. It is greatly influenced by pro
fessional interactions, social networks, and formal associations among 
scholars who form and support outlets for publication. One explana
tion for the slow growth of historical writing in marketing before 1980 
is a lack of such institutionalization. During the first eighty years of 
academic marketing in North America, we have found no evidence of 
sustained association activities among marketing scholars interested in 
the history of their field and its ideas. History was important to some 
writers, especially members of the founding generation such as Hugh E. 
Agnew, Paul D. Converse, James E. Hagerty, Fred Mitchell Jones, Simon 
Litman, H. H. Maynard, and Louis D. H. Weld, but they apparently did 
not organize around their interest in history.18 This is not so unusual. 
Before 1970 the marketing discipline in general had relatively few dis
tinctive subareas outside of traditional advertising and retailing.19 For 
example, the now-sizeable field of consumer research did not organize 
its Association for Consumer Research until 1969 or launch its first ma
jor outlet, the Journal of Consumer Research, until 1974. 
 This situation changed in 1983, when the first North American Work
shop on Historical Research in Marketing—now known as the Confer
ence on Historical Analysis & Research in Marketing (CHARM)—was 
held at Michigan State University. Stanley C. Hollander, a well-known 
retailing theorist and historian, and Ronald Savitt, who had just pub
lished an important paper on historical research methods, organized 
this meeting.20 CHARM has met biennially ever since. From the seven
teen conferences held beginning in 1983, 542 papers and 71 abstracts 
have been published in the CHARM proceedings. In the early 1990s 
CHARM became a major contributor of content to the Journal of Macro
marketing ( JMK). Since its first special issue on marketing history in 
1994, JMK has made marketing history one of its major subject areas. 
From 1994 through 2005 historical articles accounted for 61 of the 137 
full articles published in JMK, representing fully 45 percent of that jour
nal’s content.21 Most of those articles were first presented at a CHARM 
conference. 
 Other initiatives include tracks on historical research in marketing 
at a 1985 Association for Consumer Research conference and at a 1988 
American Marketing Association conference. The macromarketing 
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group, which organized its first annual conference in 1976, frequently 
has included a history track in its annual meetings. In 1990 the Journal 
of the Academy of Marketing Science published a special issue on the his
tory of marketing thought. All but one of those articles was originally a 
paper presented at CHARM. Other journals to feature special issues on 
marketing history include Psychology & Marketing in 1998, European Busi
ness Review in 2007, and Marketing Theory in both 2005 and 2008.22 The 
John W. Hartman Center for Sales, Advertising & Marketing History, 
established at Duke University in 1992, has twice hosted CHARM meet
ings and has become the major repository for marketing archives in the 
United States. Through its fellowships, the Hartman Center has funded 
historical research that has found its way into marketing journals.
 In Britain the History of Advertising Trust was established in 1976, 
and it continues to be a major archive of advertising history. A year later 
the Journal of Advertising History was founded but ceased publication in 
1988.23 The University of Reading hosted marketing history conferences 
in 1991 and again in 1993. Papers from these two meetings appeared 
in The Rise and Fall of Mass Marketing.24 The strong interest in market
ing history in Britain is further evident in the formation in 1998 of the 
Centre for the History of Retailing and Distribution (CHORD) at the 
University of Wolverhampton. CHORD hosts an annual conference and 
numerous workshops. However, this group is based within a school of 
humanities, languages, and social sciences; focuses on retailing rather 
than the full breadth of marketing topics; and has offered joint pro
grams with business and economic historians. Finally, the Museum of 
Brands, Packaging, and Advertising opened in London’s Notting Hill 
area in 2005.25 In addition to its permanent collection of ephemera and 
artifacts, it sponsors lectures and school outreach programs.
 In 1986 at Michigan State University, Stan Hollander started distribut
ing a newsletter, Retrospectives in Marketing, about marketing history and 
the history of marketing thought. Hollander, a very important and de
servedly honored champion of historical research in marketing, called 
repeatedly for more historical research and encouraged his younger col
leagues to form a professional organization.26 In 2001 a new body was 
finally founded (although not legally incorporated) with officers, by-laws, 
and a small bank account. Originally called the Association for Historical 
Research in Marketing, it has since been retitled as simply the CHARM As
sociation. An association website, now available at www.charmassociation 
.org, was built soon thereafter. In addition to providing information on 
the biennial conference, the website makes available past issues of Retro
spectives in Marketing and free PDF copies of all papers from past proceed
ings, as well as other research resources for marketing historians.
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 After the 2007 CHARM meeting, a group led by D. G. Brian Jones 
submitted a proposal for a new marketing history journal to Emerald 
Publishing, and in July 2007 Emerald agreed to underwrite the Journal 
of Historical Research in Marketing ( JHRM) with Jones as the founding edi
tor. JHRM is now in its seventh year of publication. In 2015 Routledge 
launched the newest academic periodical to feature historical research 
in marketing—History of Retailing and Consumption—and in 2016 will 
publish a volume of essays, the Companion to Marketing History, edited 
by Brian Jones and Mark Tadajewski. Tadajewski and Jones are also co
editing a new book series, Routledge Studies in Marketing History, and 
at this writing four books on marketing and consumption history are 
in the pipeline. In 2014 another Routledge book series, Studies in the 
Growth Economies of Asia, published Kasuo Usui’s history, Marketing 
and Consumption in Modern Japan.27

Marketing History Literature Compared to Related History Fields

 One way to understand the growth of the marketing history litera
ture is to compare it with the literature of the related fields of manage
ment, accounting, business, and economics history. Table 2 shows that 
marketing history has just one specialist journal (another forthcoming 
in 2015) compared with two for management, three each for account
ing and business, and at least four for economic history. The number 
of WorldCat catalog, Google Scholar, and Google listings for marketing 
history are far smaller than those of the other fields. Business and eco
nomic history are broad, well-established areas, but what is particularly 
surprising is how much further developed are the fields of accounting 
history and management history. As Alan J. Richardson describes, ac
counting historians have been successful at making their work relevant 
and legitimate within their larger field through educational initiatives, 
standard setting, and institutional memory projects.28 Their work has 
generated controversy and visibility through studies of accounting he
roes, such as the founding icon Renaissance Friar Luca Pacioli, and vil
lains, such as the auditors of Enron. Finally, accounting academics have 
diligently institutionalized their social networks and publication outlets.

Historical Research in Marketing: Knowledge Generation

 The majority of historical research presented and published within 
the marketing field in recent decades has had one or more of the fol
lowing characteristics: (1) the inclusion of an explicit literature review, 
(2) an emphasis on secondary data sources and “data borrowing,” 
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(3) the use of multiple types of primary sources, and (4) methodologi
cal transparency. 
 This particular model of knowledge generation and presentation 
has undoubtedly been influenced by the fact that many of the research
ers and writers in marketing history have not been trained historians 
but rather academics holding doctorates from schools of business and 
sometimes from other social science fields, including anthropology, 
economics, and psychology. Mainstream marketing academics generally 
have been exposed if not totally converted to a positivistic, “scientific” 
philosophy. Most have a strong background in quantitative methods. 
Those who prefer qualitative research, which has developed a consid
erable following in the area of consumer culture theory, also pay close 
attention to methodological issues and rigor if they aim for top jour
nals.29 In addition, until the launch of the Journal of Historical Research 
in Marketing in 2009, marketing historians had to publish their work in 
mainstream marketing periodicals, since no journal was dedicated ex
clusively to publishing historical research in marketing. We believe the 
training of academics in marketing, plus the expectations of marketing 
journal editors, reviewers, and other gatekeepers, has produced histori
cal writing that frequently incorporates existing models and rhetoric of 
marketing scholarship.

Explicit Literature Reviews

 Unlike the typical article in the social sciences, and this definitely in
cludes publications in marketing and consumer research, papers written 
by professional historians often proceed without a separate section that 
integrates previous work on the subject into the body of the text. The 
commitment is to the study of individual facts, the events, in stitutions, 
and personalities that have historical significance, rather than to the 
discovery of broad conceptual constructs. These historians believe that 
each period contains its own reasons why events occurred and that these 
causes are usually not generalizable.30 This is not to say that historians 
ignore prior findings and interpretive es says but just that their research 
philosophy and narrative structures do not always lend themselves to the 
kind of presentation that first “plugs into” existing liter atures, theoreti
cal perspectives, and research traditions. When included, such material is 
usually placed in footnotes, a hallmark of the rhetoric of histo ry. This lack 
of explicit research “positioning” can be frustrating to marketing journal 
editors and reviewers accustomed to the social science tradition. It makes 
historical re search seem atheoretical, which it frequently is, and conse
quently irrelevant to the accumulation of knowledge, which it is not. 
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 Thus, historical writing published in marketing journals usually pro
vides a review of relevant literatures broken out into one or more sepa
rate sections. A few studies have tested a particular theory, and some 
even posit explicit hypotheses.31 Good examples of this positivistic stance 
are the theoretically driven, advertising content analyses of Russell W. 
Belk and Richard Pollay, Barbara L. Gross and Jagdish N. Sheth, and 
Lisa Baillargeon and Patrice Gélinas, where finding loose theoretical 
ends preceded developing hypotheses about the past.32 Qualitative mar
keting history, such as the article by Yuko Minowa, Olga Khomenko, and 
Russell W. Belk on Valentine’s Day gift giving in Japan and by Ross Petty 
on the codevelopment of trademark law and brand advertising, also fre
quently includes explicit literature reviews.33 Whereas the more quan
titative and positivistic studies will typically develop explicit hypotheses 
from the literature, those deploying qualitative and interpretive meth
ods use the literature review to increase theoretical understanding and 
to inform data collection.

Data Borrowing

 For many years, scholars in marketing, above all those specializing 
in consumer research, have imported theoretical ideas and empirical 
findings from economics, psychology, sociology, anthropology, and 
other social sciences. Thus, when investigating historical topics, they 
have naturally turned to the enormous body of existing his torical re
search, gleaning whatever could be found relevant to marketing and 
consumption. As a consequence, much writing about marketing’s past 
has emphasized secondary rather than primary sources. The historical 
era being investigated has influenced the ratio of primary to second
ary sources. The enormous amount of archival and other materials that 
document marketing practice and thought since the latter part of the 
nineteenth century has encouraged the use of primary data. For earlier 
periods, original ev idence is often much less abundant, scattered across 
numerous records, and sometimes quite difficult to locate. In many 
cases it would be redundant for marketing historians to make the time-
consuming effort to re analyze the same primary sources that others 
have combed. And the direct expenses and opportunity costs accrued 
traveling to archives, libraries, and collections can be considerable. A 
great deal of historical research from fields as diverse as women’s studies 
to material culture remains to be read, reinterpreted, and incorporated 
into the body of marketing history.34 This is not to say that marketing 
historians in business schools ignore primary data sources but rather 
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that they lean more toward data borrowing than would business and 
economic historians housed in other university departments.

Multiple Types of Primary Sources

 In their use of primary evidence, marketing history scholars have 
been rather eclectic, drawing upon data in the form of words, numbers, 
images, artifacts, and memories elicited through oral history methods.35 
A particular piece of evidence can straddle more than one category. 
Print advertising, one of the most frequently con sulted primary sources 
in marketing history, and related promotional ephemera, such as pack
aging and store displays, often include both text and visuals.36 Paintings, 
which can be an excellent data source for studying past consumption, 
are visual images but also material objects, often with provenance, a his
tory of sales and ownership that may influence how they are interpreted 
in the present.37 The type of project determines the kind and mix of pri
mary sources. Whereas marketing and consumer histories draw from all 
kinds of data, biographies of leading academics and histories of market
ing thought are largely based upon written sources, although they too 
have been supplemented by oral history interviews and photo graphs.38 
Collecting different sources, both within and across categories, is highly 
desirable. Words, images, artifacts, and oral histories can clarify, vali
date, and sometimes dispute each other, leading to a deeper, more nu
anced view of marketing history. Utilizing multiple methods is standard 
procedure in contemporary ethnographic and other forms of qualita
tive marketing and consumer research. Facility with this approach can 
be transferred to researching historical topics.

Methodological Transparency

 Professional historians are sometimes cavalier about explaining their 
data sources and analytical methods. Of course, they value archival ma
terials as primary sources, and their use is carefully cited but usually not 
explicitly discussed. For example, the following sentence from Roland 
Marchand’s “The Fitful Career of Advocacy Advertising” is as close as 
this article comes to a methods statement: “A historical survey of some 
early advocacy campaigns will reveal both the variety of experiments 
within this advertising mode and the ways in which earlier practitioners 
tried to deal with the problems that still beset the genre.”39 Marchand 
never explains what he means by the term “a historical survey.” His text 
does not describe his sample of ads nor say how they were interpreted, 
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although his references do suggest he consulted several archival col
lections. Marketing historian Ron Savitt describes Fernand Braudel as 
“probably the most important economic historian of the twentieth cen
tury” but laments Braudel’s failure to present a clear description of his 
historical reasoning and methodology.40 Business historians in particular 
“are not usually expected to produce a methodological justification for 
their work.”41 Other historians are more explicit but often relegate their 
descriptions of archival sources to footnotes or bibliographic essays.42 
Rarely do we get from business historians a discussion of methodologi
cal issues such as the following by Daniel Robinson, who expressed cau
tion about using advertisements as source material: “Although notable 
sources for illuminating popular culture, advertisements pose method
ological and conceptual challenges. . . . [H]istorians should be wary of 
treating ads as ‘culturally selfevident artifacts that are instantly legible 
to the viewer in a specific and unequivocal way.’ They should be ana
lyzed in conjunction with other types of evidence, and their interpreta
tive limitations should be recognized.”43

 Historical writing for marketing journals, not to mention social sci
ence research in general, needs to be transparent about methods.44 
Data sources and their selection should be carefully described, along 
with the plan for their analysis. A good example of one such methods 
section can be found in Ronald A. Fullerton’s important study “How 
Modern Is Modern Marketing?,” in which he first discusses the philo
sophical support for his historical approach, including the rationale 
for a crossnational investigation, and then describes his sample of pri
mary and secondary sources.45 Fullerton was not just writing a narrative 
history but scrutinizing a marketing theory, the socalled (and highly 
problematic) production era concept inspired by Robert J. Keith.46 The 
more recent studies mentioned above by Baillargeon and Gélinas, by 
Minowa, Khomenko, and Belk, and by Petty all have separate sections 
on samples, data sources, and methods.

Historical Research in Marketing: Disciplinary Status

 The term “discipline” as used in academia has various connotations, 
mostly positive.47 It refers both to a bounded body of knowledge and to 
the specialized training and accepted methodologies necessary for pro
ducing that knowledge. Thomas S. Kuhn describes a “disciplinary ma
trix” consisting of four elements: (1) symbolic generalizations (theories 
or conventional wisdom), (2) metaphysical paradigms (beliefs in specific 
models), (3) values (what is considered important), and (4) exemplars 
(the best examples students learn in texts and from the periodical  
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literature).48 Michel Foucault refers to an academic discipline as “a 
system of control in the production of discourse” and stresses the im
portant role exercised by gatekeepers.49 Alan Richardson defines an 
academic discipline as “the organizational and cognitive structure of 
academic knowledge.”50 In his view, disciplines have institutional, cog
nitive, and psychological components. As institutions, disciplines cre
ate specialist journals, hold regular conferences, and form academic 
associations. Cognitively, they exist as a bounded body of knowledge, 
controlled by peer review, within larger systems of knowledge. The 
psycho logical component of a discipline is comprised of a critical mass 
of scholars who self-identify as members of the discipline. All of these 
writers agree that disciplines are socially produced and resolutely de
fended and promoted by scholarly groups resembling “tribes.”51 
 In 1989 Stan Hollander referred to marketing history (broadly 
defined) as the “emerging discipline” and then again in 1993 as a “sub
discipline” of marketing.52 He noted that during the 1980s a new en
thusiasm and a new approach were emerging within historical research 
in marketing. In their 1994 Journal of Macromarketing special issue pre
view, “Toward a Circumscription of Marketing History: An Editorial 
Manifesto,” Terence Nevett and Hollander again describe the field as a 
“subdiscipline.” This articles goes on to identify core interests and issues 
of marketing history in terms of scope, mission, truth, and accuracy, as 
well as chronological, geographical, and intellectual limits.53 More re
cently, Eric Shaw and Brian Jones have suggested that marketing history 
is one of twelve schools of thought within the broader marketing disci
pline.54 But does marketing historiography truly meet a disciplinary test? 
 Following Richardson’s three criteria, historical research in market
ing has an institutional infrastructure, a bounded knowledge, and a 
devoted following of practitioners who self-identify as marketing histo
rians. Institutionally, two separate academic associations represent the 
field, CHARM and CHORD, each scheduling regular conferences on 
or closely related to marketing history. Historical research has been sup
ported by panels, sessions, and tracks at meetings of various marketing 
and consumer research associations and through publications in spe
cial issues in at least four marketing journals. The most mainstream and 
prestigious journals in marketing—the Journal of Marketing, Journal of 
Marketing Research, and Journal of Consumer Research—occasionally have 
published history articles.55 Furthermore, as institutions, disciplines cre
ate specialist journals, and the Journal of Historical Research in Marketing 
may be the most concrete evidence of an institutional infrastructure. 
Historical research in marketing has developed a literature for an 
area of knowledge with sufficient scope and depth to now support, as 
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mentioned previously, two journals, edited volumes, and a book series 
dedicated to publishing work in this area. Epistemological questions 
and methodological issues in marketing history have been addressed 
from several points of view.56 Self-identified marketing historians are a 
small group, but they are enthusiastic enough to have sustained the bi
ennial CHARM since 1983. Thus, we believe historical writing in mar
keting meets the minimal standards of an academic discipline. 
 Nevertheless, future prospects are clouded with abundant challenges. 
In general, the overall marketing field, especially in North America, 
remains a discipline heavily slanted toward theoretically driven, quan
titative research ostensibly relevant to management. The big dog has 
not held its history pup in especially high regard. Even the Journal of 
Macromarketing, a publication that has long included articles, special sec
tions, and special issues on marketing history, has only once since 1986 
granted its annual Charles C. Slater Award for best article to a historical 
piece.57 In US parlance, the phrase “that’s history” means something is 
largely irrelevant, of minor import, and perhaps best forgotten. In con
trast, there appears to be greater interest in marketing history among 
European marketing academics for whom “that’s history” usually has 
a much different, more serious meaning. Thus, the 2009 CHARM was 
held for the first time ever outside of North America at the University 
of Leicester in the UK. The 2013 CHARM was held at the Copenhagen 
Business School, and, going forward, every other biennial meeting will 
be held abroad, starting with Liverpool John Mores University in 2017. 
This is a deliberate strategy by the CHARM Association to broaden the 
scope of historical research in marketing and to build linkages among 
history interests in Europe and in North America. 
 Following the example of accounting historians, marketing historians 
need to do a better job convincing their colleagues that more history 
should be taught to undergraduates and especially to PhD students, who 
generally have learned little about historical research methods.58 One 
problem, however, is that even if a marketing professor wanted to teach 
a class in history, no text has been written that covers the entire field 
of the history of marketing and marketing thought. Booklength treat
ments exist, but these histories are not fully comprehensive and usu
ally have been written by people outside academic marketing.59 Wider 
interest in marketing history needs to be created, perhaps through 
generating controversy. Public criticism of the shallow and frequently 
misleading history that does occur in introductory textbooks could 
serve as a starting point. Like accounting, marketing has its share of he
roes and villains, whose biographies should be widely disseminated. 
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Conclusion

 Historical research in marketing has established an intellectual rec
ord since 1936, but only since 1983 has the field institutionalized itself 
with regular conferences, formal associations, newsletters, websites, a 
dedicated section in a respected marketing journal, special issues of 
other good journals, and a successful journal of its own. Partnerships 
with research centers exist in the United States and the UK. The field 
is not as well developed as cognate areas in business and economics but 
arguably has become a true discipline in its own right, with reasonably 
distinct methods of knowledge generation and presentation  heavily 
influenced by the training and expectations of the parent academic 
field. Thus, trends are in the right direction for historical writing in 
marketing, but a successful future is not preordained, and so this gen
eration of marketing history scholars must ensure that further steps are 
taken to promote and institutionalize their research interests. 
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